
 

We're hiring software engineers!  1

Are you interested in being part of a FinTech platform built by Goldman Sachs that aims to 
revolutionize the way structured investments are bought by financial advisors in the US? The SIMON 
team is hiring, and we are looking for Software Engineer (open both for full-time & intern roles). Please 
see the below information and send your resume to contact@careerpassinsitute.com, if you'd like to 
be considered for this role.  

● Responsibilities:  
+ You will collaborate on a daily basis with sales and product development to push the FinTech                

strategy and improve profitability of our business  
+ Use open-source technologies like Scala, Akka, MongoDB to build elegant features that clients             

will love Deeply understand complex financial instruments and design and implement elegant            
code, models, and schema that capture their semantics  

+ Write beautiful code that adheres to our stringent coding and test standards  
+ Collaborate with quant engineers to make state of the art pricing and analytics electronically              

accessible on the platform  
+ Expand the solutions to other product classes, and product issuers, wholesalers, and distributors 
+ Use modern build tooling like AWS, Docker, Jenkins and Kubernetes to quickly iterate on              

valuable features for our clients. 
  
● Basic Qualifications:  

+ Degree in Computer Science or related field 2-4 years of previous use of open-source              
technologies, object-oriented/functional programming, and strong ability to write elegant         
high-quality code.  

+ Experience working with large multi-language codebases  
+ Excellent written and verbal communication skills. 

  
● Preferred Qualifications:  
Passionate about programming and cutting-edge technologies. Interest in Fintech entrepreneurship and           
learning about financial products and markets. Knowledge of the JVM and JVM languages like Scala,               
Java, Kotlin etc. Experience in functional programming and building scalable applications using toolkits             
like Akka or Vert.x a plus. MS or PhD research experience a plus. 
 
 

1 Career Pass Institute USA - https://www.careerpassinstitute.com/ 


